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1.    Introduction 

The reduction of How friction drag throuch polymer addition, a phonora- 

enon first subjected to ayatcnatlc study by Toms (1948) (with whose 

name it la commonly associated) together with Oldroyd (1948), but 

of which the first documented discovery is due to Mysels (1949), has 

been the subject of very extensive research during the last decade. 

However, despite the combined efforts of specialists from many differ- 

ent fields, no satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon has as yet 

been found. Drag reduction has been observed with a large number of 

additlvo-nuid cpmblntitions (t few of which are shown In figure 1), 

the .Host effective oneb being high-molecular-welght linear polymers 

(such as polyethyleneoxldö) in water. There are clear experimental 

InUicatlons that drag reduction is a&sodated with a modification of 

the turbulence strucuircj and this is most remarkable In view of the 

pormanenco and statistical stability exhibited by ordinary Newtonian 

shear flow turbulence, 'iherefcrc, the phenomenon of dracj reduction 

becomes of interest nob only because of the promlslne technical appli- 

cations it offers hut. Just as much for fundamental fluid mech-inlcil 

reasons. Through the unravelllnrj of the mochnnism underlying the phe- 

nomenon one should not only improve the pi-ospocts of findinc more 

efficient and perhaps completely novel methods of turbulence control, 

but should also here to gain a substantlr.lly deepened understanding 

of the fundamentHl nature of turbulence as well. 

In the present review of the subject special attention is paid to the 

changes in turbulence stntctuio brought about by the additives, and 

an effort is .fade to understand these ly» the light of recent advances 
:,n ^e study of tlwar flow turbulence In ordinary fluids. Also, a 

* : olmnUfi'.'i theoretical model of shear flow v,all turbulence is presented, 
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with the aid of which an exploratory study of the Influence of some 

non-Newtonian fluid properties Is carried out, A particularly Intrigu- 

ing question la posed by the remarkable effectlve'iccs of the extremely 

hlEh-rnolcculrvr-woJfiht polymcra with which only a few parts per tnilllcn 

of woipht of solvent Is ßufflclont in sntne oases to lead to drag re- 

ductions; of 50 per cent or rnorcj how is it possible that such minute 

amounts can change the mechanical properties of the fluid enough to 

produce so dramatic effects? A general review of the very voluminous 

literature on the subject of drag reduction has not been attempted 

here (to date several hundred publications en the subject hav« appealed). 

Generally, the emphasis Js put on the more recent contributions, partic- 

ularly those having a bearing on turbulence structure, but some of the 

older material of Interest for giving the background la also Included. 



2.    Data on dran reduction and racon velocity profiles 

Mont of the data on dras reduction published to date have been 

obtained in pipe flov;n following Toms (19'»8) oritjinnl procedure. 

However, results for flat-pla^e boundary layers suoh ds those by 

Kowalckl (1967) and by Latto ft Shen (1970) she-/ the same qualitative 

and quantitative behaviour as for pipe flow as do also those ob- 

tained in the rotating coaxial cylinder exporimenty of Merrill ct 

al, (1966). This is perhaps not surprising in view of the similar 

behaviour of all turbulent wa31 shear flows in Newtonian fluids. 

We shall therefore here conwlder only the pipe flow data. 

Systematic studies of pipe flaw (e.g., Metzner & Park, 196^; 

Savins, 1964} Elata & Tlrosh, 1965$ Pahula, 1365; Goren & Norbury, 

1967} Seyer & Metzner, 1967} Vlrk et al., 1967 and Vlrk ot al., 

1970) liave Identified several drag reduction charoteristics 

common to dilute solutions of linear polymers sueh as polyethylen«- 

oxlde.  (Other drag reducing agents such as complex soaps with 

micellar molecular structures produce quite different behaviom* 

with onset of uraj reduction occurring at very low shear rates, 

but thcßo will not be dlscvssed here.) At low flow rates such 

fluids obey  the laminar friction law with a slight Increase in 

drag due to the Increased viscosity caused by the polymer. At 

higher velocltloe the flow will go throuch transition at a Reynolds 

number which - at least If the pipe Inlet disturbences are mod- 

erately high - will not be appreciably different from the New- 

tonian value. Drag reduction sets in at a well defined flow rate 

and above this the frlctlonal resistance depends on the poilymcr- 

solvent 'iystem, molecular weight and ooncentratlon. With increase 

In flow rate a mxlirum dra/j rcduotlen independent of polymeric 



molecular Parameters nay be reached. For still higher flow rates   ' 
■if 

the dros reduction effect could eventually diminish due to polymer 

deeradatlon. Pipe flow drag data typical of dilute polyethyleneoxide, 

solutions are shown In figure 2 taken from Peterson ft Abemathjr 

(1970). The onset of drag reduction has been shown by Vlrk et al. 

(1967} to bo approximately Independent of pipe diameter and for 

a given solvent-polymer combination to depend only on the wall 

shear stress. Furthermore, by comparing results for polymers of 

different molecular weight, they were able to show that the onset 

data correlated with tho formula 

Dj^uJ/v - 0.015 4 0.005 (1)   :''., 

where D^ is the effective diameter of tho randunly coiled naoro- 

molecule at rest and u* the value of the shear velocity u   - t/r^/p 

at onset. This result is quite surprising because it implies that 

drag reduction would start when the diameler of the molecule is 

about 10 ' times the size of the smallest dynamically sfgnlfleant 

eddy in the flow. Simplified theoretical models for the macromole- 

cule (PoterUn, 1966) ^how that a large deformation of the mole- 

cule - possibly leading to a complete extension of the random 

coil - would take place when the shortest time 6cale of motion 

would fall below twice the relaxation time of the molecule. 

Howevftr, the onset data correlate poorly on a time hypothesis. 

Vlrk (1971a) has also found that tho onset of drag reduction In 

rough pipoa occurs at the same shear stress as in smooth. 

The existence of a maximum drag reduction asymptote has by now 

been well documented for most known solvent-polymer systems. 

Pieure 'Ji, reproduced from Vlrk et al. (1970), shows data presented 
1/2 in PrandU'o coordinates 1/y/f versus Re f '  . It la convenient to 

present vo.v.ats for pipe flow j.n this marncv, because In these 
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coordinates both the laminar drag law and the Prandtl - von Kanaan 

law for Newtonian turbulent pipe flow h ■ 

l/V? - i».0 log10(RefJ/2) - 0.4 (2) 

appear as straight lines in a semlloBarithmic diagram. The drag 

asymptote was also shown to yield an approxlinately straight line 

of the form (Virk et al., 1970) 
i 

W? - 19.0 log10(Ref
1/2) - 32.4        (3) 

In the regime below the mwdmum drag asymptote the friction factor 

varies both with polymer properties and flow variables. 

Several attempts have been made to correlate friction data in 

this polymeric regime below the maxlraum drag asymptote and we 

have singled out the recent ones of Seyer & Metmer (1909b) and 

of Virk (19yib) as being representative of two different approaches, 

one (Seyer & Metzner' s) based on measured viscoelastic properties 

and the other (Virk's) working directly with molecular parameters. 

These are best understood In light of +he behaviour of the mean 

velocity profiles. Virk (1971b) has compared published experi- 

mental data on mean velocities, and in figure 4 we have reproduced 

these (figure 2 of Virk, 1971b) showinc the measured /olocities 

plotted in the usual vail variables U+ - U/UT, yu^/v. From these 

one can diotinRUish three different regions v,hlch can bo repre- 

sented approximately by 

(I) u+ - y+ i 0 < y+ < y* (*),, 

(II) U+ - A2ln y
++ D2 j y* * / «y*        (5) 

(III) U+ r, A^ln y++ B^ j y* < y+ « R^ ^)  * 

respectively, where P."' ifi the value of y+ corroapondinr. to the 

. . .. .i— rnu* M„«+ vriHnn Is tiv; ur,ual viscous Biiblk%'or 
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cx-tcndJ.n;: to about y+ a 10. The »ecbnd rcsion, called the "claytic" 

rc.'sUy.i, :1:J bc;;t r':pro'u.r.tel by the value« Ag ■--- 11,7 and Kg ■-•■ - 17.0. 

In Wie ili.lri svnion ü   r.hov;s the Hain« logarithmic variation v.lth y 

an in the l!f;v;ton:i.an ca.so but the cui'vo ir, displaced upwards. Thus, 

Av rü  J.1..'?. but B- is a function of r.olccular and flow parameter. 

The mean voloelty profile Oatu hence indicate the existence of a 

Newtonian "pluc" in the enter of the pipe with a mL\ins Icnßth 

apparently vnarfocted by the polymorn. At the condition of mazimum 

dmc rcdur'cion the clastic rnjion XI in assumed to extend all the 

wny to the ccra'oov ol' the pipi:, and the I!(rtiton:lan rocion III then 

dj..';;'ppr.v>.r.'i. Vii.rl-; (1971b) dttcimin<;d the coefficients in the region II 

t;o a,'^ to make the profxlcj nivo a d'oac variation co/isictcnt with the 

maxlmu'n övws a.jy!T:ptoto 'indcr tills assu-r.ptlon, Mainz ('0 - (ö) one 

can integrate the (total volur.utric flov; rate and hence obtain a re- 

lation between fiiction force and flov; rate, 

Seyer and Mctznor (19Ö9b) awsumed the viscous wall layer to extend 

all the way to the Nev.tonlon reßlon without an intcrraedlate roßlon. . 

Thus, cettini; 

U+   -   Alny++B(9t) (7) 

where   ö+ ■ Ou2 /v ond   0 lo the relaxation time of the fluid they 
T 

wore ablo to correluto data for different polymer solutlcno. The 

constant   A   is the same as in tho Newtonian case, (üeyer and Metznor 

took   A « 2j,r6.) The nondimenolonal relaxation time   0   is tho Deborah 

nunbor formed by the ratio of fluid relaxation time to natural vis- 

cous timn scale of tho turbulence. The curve of the Intercept func- 

tion   B(9+)   obt?,lncd In this manner is reproduced in figure 5. 

Their data indicate an ar.ynptotlo value of D   of about JO for large 

relaxation tin-s, Virk (1971b) made 



a comparison of the Seyer - Motzner model with his newer one and 

found that the latter is superior in representing measure profile* , 

at conditions of large drag reduction. The Seyer - Metzner cor-  ; 

relation is also difficult to use for highly dilute solutions, 

for which no reliable methods of detennlnlng the relaxation time 

6 are as yet available (see further the following seotlon). 

Virk (1971b) tries to relate the intercept constant B   in the 

following manner 

Bj - Bn + « m (RV*) 

where Bn is the value for a Newtonian flow, Bn - fi.s. The factor 

ln(R /R   ), where R    is the value of R+ at onset, is assumed to 

represent on "excitation" factor which depends both on flow' para- 

meters and such polymetrlc parameters that may be associated with 

the excitation of the raacromolecule. The IVinctlon 6, wUch Virk 

tennes a "olopo increment factor" (since it gives the fractional 

increase due to the polymer in the slope of the curve of \/Ji 

versus log(Re ft) ) ia assumed to depend solblv on molecular 

parajnaters. By examining a large body of data Virk (1971b) estab- 

lished that for each polymer-solvent system 6 is approximately 
1/2 

proporfclflnnl to e ' , whero e is the weight fraction of polymer 

«ddli;  v. Setting 

6-A^o/M)1/3ir (8) 

whore   A   is Avoßadros number, c the weight fraction and M tho 

molecular weißht, respectively, of the polymer (so thai the 

quantity under square root represents the number of macroTolecules 

pei' mil weicht of solution) Virk finds that for all polymer 

species with tho exception of one (f;uar gum) the function If 

(tu.-.r.cd "intviivjic U\Q\W jiici-sncnt factor") can bo fixirly uoU 
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rcprosented by a single curvo with the number of macromolecular ; ; ig 

backbone chain links, N, as a parameter, Hlo results are repro- ; .,: ! 

duccd In fißure 6 (Vlrk's figure 5). Furthenaore, In a logarithmic       J 

diagram all the data with tho exception of that for guar gum were        i 
3 M found to cluster around a single straight ^ine of slope ^ Indl- '■ 

eating a simple power law of the form | 
1:' 

tr-KN^2 (9)        I 
!■ 
t 

v/hcro   K   Is a constant found to have the approximate value | 
-14 K » (2,3 ± 0,8) x 10     . Prom a theoretical reasonJnß based on 

the estimate of tho turbulent strain energy stored in the flexible 

tnacrornolcfiule, Vlrk comco to the conclustion that Tf should be 

proportional to b , where b is the bond length cf the nomoi.icr 

maldng up tho maci-ornoleculo. Guar EU.-I with a bond length of 

b ~ 20 A, as compared to the other polymers having b ~ h A, 
3 

chould thorcforo bo about (r:0/;l)    as effective ur, the others, 

■AU indeed rou.'iVily Indlcatccl by the data lor £Uar QXTA which fiive 

K c^-'CO x 10'^ 
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^.   Rheologlcal properties 

Ono of the most Important and Intricate questions In drag reduction 

research has been to what specific bulk rheologlcal property or 

properties of the fluid the effect might be ascribed to. It la 

usually stated (see, e.g., Motzner & Park, 1964) that drag reducing 

fluids show vlscoelastlc behaviour, and the suggestion that vlseo- 

elastlclty Is the cause of drag reduction has been almost unl- 

verjially accepted. Indeed, In larger concentrations the polymers 

effective in reducing the drag produce normal stress differences 

In pure shear of moderate magnitude, an effect usually absodated 

with vlscoelastidty. Direct demonstration of reversible elastic 

effects has also been given by Darby (1970), who with the aid of |i 

a specially designed transient rhcometer was able to measure 

elastic rebound for fluids with polymer concentrations of 100 j 

to 1300 parts per million. However, such rheometric data are usu- 

ally taken at low shear rates for which the normal stresses are t 
t 

i 

expected to be much lower than at the high shear velocities of. 'j 
i 

interest in drag reduction. Mormal stress differences tor drag ' 
!j 

reducing fluids are therefore usually dotermlned from the measure-       ! 1 

ment of the thrust of a capillary Jet (see Metzner & Park. 1964). i 
Ü 

a method which does not suffer from this shortcoMlng, This method   i i 
i! 

wan tho ono used by Oadd (1966a,b) and by Oliver (1966), the 

latter also reporting results for fairly low conoentraUon levels 

at which the method becomes unreliable, however. With the aid. of 

a specially designed concentric tube rheoraeter, Oadd (196fcb), was 

s\so able to detect a non-zoro second noraal stress difference 

^T22 " rZ3) for dllute ('♦O p.p.n.) polyethylcncoxido solution 

but did rot find any approciablo «econd normal strosa (Ufferenoo 

foP  rt'L1l<;l"   PnnA   AyniT   vo^nr^n"   i:i\Tvir*nvrt   ri\i*\*   r\u   movi   /-m..   ~*A   .....1.. 

f I 
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acrylaralde. 

It has also been found that the vlscoelafctlc properties wdilblted 

depend strongly on agin« and degradation of the polymer solution, 

especially In the cr.se of polyethylcneoxlde. Brennen end Oadd 

(1967) reported a much diminished total head loss with age of 

solution for a pltot tube in a stream of polyethyleneoxlde solu- 

tion Indicating a diminished first normal stress. They also stated 

that the second normal stress for a 70 p.p.m. solution vanished 

with aging. Several later Investlgatlois have noted the anomalous 

flow bohavlour of fresh polyohtyleneoxide »olutlonj tlma 

Kalashrlkov and Kudln (1970) found that the Strouhal nuiriber for 

the Karman vortex sheet behind a circular cylinder was substanti- 

ally reduced In a flow of fresh solution, whereas the same solu- 

tion passed through a centrifugal pump gave a small Increase In 

frequency  as compared to water, as did a solution of guav gum. 

Despite such marked degradation effects a degraded solution was 

still able to produce a rabstantlal drag reduction (although 

somewhat diminished as compared to that of a fresh solution;. 

Such behaviour has led Barenblatt et al. (1965) to propose that 

the vlscoelastlc behaviour of a polyehtyleneoxlde solution Is 

a result of the formation of very large agGregatea of macro- 

moloculea vuch in part disappear with «using. The larger aggre- 

gate.'j v>l].l also bo broken up by the shear field in the flow 

apparatus, 00 that Inrco-scnlc notion such as vortex Kheddlng 

would be affected by degradation but not the drag reduction. 

Althouf-h standard rhcometrlc moasoröments for very dilute polymer 

solutions (< 20 p.p.m.) usually (jive no clear Indication of depar- 

ture from a purely Kcvrbonicn lioold (Bry.ion et al., 1971), there     • 
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Is other evidence that such .fluids can show substantial 

non-IIowtonlan behaviour. Metzner and Metzner (1970) measured the 

stress levels developed in dilute solutions of polyacrylamide 

issuing from small orifices at hißh velocities. In this flow fi«ld 

the deformation is approximately that of pure rapid olonßatlon. 

The ratio of olongational to shear viscosity (which is equal to 

three in a Newtonian fluid) determined in this way was found to 

be.exceedingly high; a conservative estimate of the deformation 

rate level yielded values as high as 29,000. Possibly, the ob- 

served tendency of polymer solutions to form long threads may be 

related to such high values of bulk viscosity (Luriley, 1909). 

In order to use laboratory rheological data In the equations of 

motion for a continuum fluid one needs to incorporate them in a 

constitutive model for the fluid. A large number of such models 

have been proposed and studied in the rheological literature. 

Sprlggs et al. (1966) mrde an appraisal of twenty different models 

for vlscoelfißtic materials, and they concluded that in order to. 

reproduce all essential rheological properties a model with at 

least four different constants was needed. In view of the uncer- 

tainty as to how viscoolastlc effects come into play In the 

phenomenon of drag reduction, however, it would seem most approp- 

riate to eeloot for exploratory studies the simplest model incor- 

purating vlacoolasticity. Such a model la the convectod Maxwell 

one proposed by White and Motzner (196^), which In Cartesian 

coordinates may bo written 

rij + 0 F-'^U ' T.. + OTE^- 2iid..  ,    . (10) 

v 
where   ri     is the devli\torlc shear stress,   0 a rolaxatlon time. 
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6/6t   the Oldroyd tlroo derivative 

"6t    - it m5^ " TBJ ö^ " Tim 33^   ' 

and   |i   and   d..   have their usual meaning of shear viscosity 

and deformation rate tensor 

■•■ 

respectively. The material coefficients e and p generally 

depend on the deformation rate. The constitutive relation (10) Is 

a simplified version of Oldroyd's (1958) original one containing 

eight material constants, For exploratory purposes It is a great 

advantage to have a model with only one positive constant, namely 

0, to denjribe departure from a Newtonian fluid. It has also some 

foundation in physical reality as Lurnley (1971) has shown that a 

simple model for a dilute solution of polymer molecules employing 

a dumbell model for the molecules leads to a constitutive relation 

of the Oldroyd type (albeit with three Instead of two material • 

coefficients). It is also the relation usually employed to con- 

vert data on measured normal streus differences to relaxation 

times} application of (10) to simple steady shear flow, 

U "(U^Xg),0,0), gives 

T11 " T22 " 2eTi2^r ' ^ 

whore T " aU./fcx«. In this model the fluid reltvxatlon time 9 

is thus proportional to the first normrO. stress difference. On 

the basis of (10) one con also demonstrate the possibility of 

high resistance due to ßtretchlnt, as observed in the experiments 

by Motzncr and Kotimor (1970) quotod above. 
•:. 
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In view of the great difficulties in measuring departures from 

Newtonian behaviour of very dilute drag reducing fluids, it would       j 

be natural to turn to theory to see what guidelines it may offer. 
j 

In view of the large size of the macromolecules in comparison 

with the solvent molecules involved a good mechnnlstic model for 

a drar; reducing fluid is to regard it as a suspenbion of email 

partlclcb in a continuum fluid, Tho r^cology of suspfjnsions is 

a f.'.olci of rr.Bo.a'ch which hnn undcrcono a vcr,y cxtwiolvo dovolop- 

mr.ut tijneo Itr. Inception by Aihort i;ii;.itoln i:\ K)0'3 v.ith Ms 

iomwr. i'.mlyr.ir, of thr incroa.'ic :ln fjnitl vlccoslly duo to the 

presence of rlßld ophorea. Good review articles on tho subject 

con be found in Vols. I and IV of the series "ftbeolosy", ccUted 

by Wrich (1956* ^966), In theoretical suspension mechanics one 

can diötinguish the following three separate stages in the ana- 

lysis: 
I 

1) calculation of tho influence of the local flow fieJ.d on the 

individual particle) I 

ii) determination of tho effect of a statistical ensemble of 
r 

particles on the bulk rhcologlcal properties for the suspension} and 

iii) analysis of the bulk motion of the suspension. | 
r 
i 

In 1) fluid inertia can bo Ignored becciuße of the small siao of 

the particle, but the calculation may nevertheless become very | 

complicated if the particle undergoes large deformations or Is I 
1 

subjected to hydrodynaraic interference from neighboring particles,      i 
\ 

cituationo that do arise for tho fluid of interest hers. Also, f 
i 

the effect of Drownian motion may need to bo Incorporated in ', 

rtr.'termir.inc Lhc uhapo ond nveraßo orientation of tho pax^lcles, 

Tho Greatest compl.loat.!.on is perhaps caused by the coupling 
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betwecn stages ill) and 1)} the bulk motion of the suspension is 

Influenced by the shape ond orientation of the particles, which 

in turn depend on the local flow field created. The problem of 

determinlnß the shape of the macromolecule can also become quite 

difficult depending on the decree of sophistication with which the 

raoleculL' is modelled. The llmar co-call cd bead- and-cprinr, models 

employed by Rouse (1953) and by Zimm (19Ii6) have been employed to 

calculate the relaxation time of a dilute sucpenoion of coiled 

maoromolfcules aubjwbed to a ünall oscillatory shear (.Tamos & 

Acoota, 1')70). i'ctc.-rlJn (i^'oC) tc^oyir'.: a linear tluiitboll modol 

(i.e., two bwuto and one ^pi'Jn,'.1;) dcrnon.'»t)>vtcd tnao tho molecule 

can becomo infinit-«ly extended Ux an irrotationoL straininc field 

if the strain rate cxcoodü the invoroc oC twice me relaxation 

time of the molecule. In a pv.re shear, on tue othrtr hend, it will 

never bvicomc fully extended, 

a j 

Tlio infinite; crLcncJon is ui" course a consequence oi' thj fc.Ec\.i!riti>-ion 

of .';pr.i.nr> li'.-.o^riV. V/lth tho aid of a !...;ro reaJ.ir=lj.r. ncuUneav^ 

tlvcor.d myAul, in.nr.h (1^72) hvj fiho'.m roccntly tha''-. them ir. a 

ovxti.'i'.l .itraln r.i'c above; wMch tho molecule bocoiicK co-npAotcy 

(at :i«...;;l; ;/.'!)  v;>:l.(iided} bclo1..' Vrf.u Lbo IUOIOMJIO i» not cxtcndoJ. 

al; all, Ono wou'M l.hcrofnro '.'*:;;:;ot that in a turbul'.nt field of 

nu.ri'.i.'.:.'.■• iil; i''t..fi:'.i.ly a ci'-at rji'of ovii'./u of the nij.^ro.'.olcculcti •'s 

ur.c^J.V/l. On th^: p;r-^; CK I'f.'-Lvl ..n'r, (Vj"''*} rcr.vlu Lir^oy   (bX/)) 

fj.^U.i.^.Lcd thit YC;' of al] \r.')l.."M:>.v^ M'.unlri be cxt.a^cd ivi a tur- 

bulcaL f.lo',/ if tho root incrn-o'iuavo :;;trijn rate oxA.;olr; th:; cvxii- 

a-l v.O.uo of l/n.' Inverse of v.iio.r \.\\n roilaxal.ion t!.,.iO. 



.'Jtioh   r.lmpl'j rhonlof.;i';ul Uicorlco point to the im- 

poi'tmit otnolur-.lon that the nolocular conl'onr.atlon that may be 

vexy cornrron In a turbulent flow mleht be an expended thread 

rather tlinn a random coll, GO that the xhcoloßlcal properties 

of the polymer solution In a turbulent flow therefore mleht bo 

quite different from what they are in a laminar flow. As a theory 

reallstirally modelling coiling - uncoiling m«cromolecules in an 

unsteady flow flcla is likely to lead to uneurmountable mathe- 

matical difficulties, it would therefore be more useful for an 

exploratory study to search for a model which gives the maximum 

rhcological effects of extended particles. 

Such a model can in fact be found from the extensive recent studies 

of the Theological properties of suspensions of rigid elongated 

particles carried out by Batchelor (1970fl,b/ 1971) and his group 

at Cambridge University. The main concern in this group has been 

with highly elongated rigid particles. The problem of determining 

the partldo motion thcrt slmpiiflcs to that of determining the . 

velocity and orientation giving zero not force and moment on the 

particle, (Inertia of the particle is neglected.) This was a 

problem considered by Jeffrey 09^*2), who determined the ovbit 

of spheroids in a shearing motion and in an irrotatlonal straining 

field. Leal & Hinch (1971) and lilnch & Leal (1972) have extended 

this analysis to incorporate Drownian motion and have shown that 

the orbits of hitihly elongated particles in shear flow tend to 

become ouch as to make them spend most of their time with their 

lonsoat axeft alibied with the direction of flow. Jeffrey (Kj22) 

al.'o dcmon.^.n'.t «M that In on irrotatlonal strMnlng motion all 

tlv; ptrtlclcvj v;oul.d end up in a direction with their longest axes 

aV^jx-xl with Mv flo*... I'fnno, thnro If; a atror»;; trndonoy for 

ol:'.i;;.>.t ...I pv'.;<:''!..: to lli^: up :t» tüj flow (llri-'tton.  If t'u; irM? 
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tlcles are very   slender, tholr contribution to the stress In pure  " 

shear will be Qui.te small so that   the suspension     •. 

will behave nearly like a Newtonian fluid. On ths other hand, any 

straining perturbation In the mean flow direction would be strongly 

resisted. We can use such general results together with that for the 

particle stress contribution due to pure straining motion calculated 

by Batchelor (1970 to determine the perturbation stress   T,,    arising 

from on unsteady twodlmensloned perturbation with velocity components 

u1 - u and u2 « v of a parallel shear flow, a model problem that, as 

will be argue- below, has some bearing on the dynamics of a turbulent 

shear flow. 

Batchelor shows that the contribution   AT,,   to the stress in pure 

straining motion due to the presence of slender particles, all of 

length 1 end diameter d, is given approximately by 

where 

S - I { r2/ln(TT/«) a 2 nl3/ln(n/«) , (1?) 

t    is the volume fraction of particles, r « l/d tholr aspect ratio,. 

and n their number density. For a perturbation in the mean flow direc- 

tion, the perturbation stress would therefore be obtained by the above 

formula with U, replaced by u. However, the perturbation velocity 

component v normal to the flow would In addition cause a misalignment 

of the fluid particles   with    the (small) angle 

c - Its'*' ('»> 
whom the cyrabol Dt means that the integration should be carried out 
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followlng the particle. Since the particles are now tilted with respect 

to the mean  now they will experience a velocity gradient along their 

length proportional to   e(dU/dy); hence the total first-order contlfl- 

bution to the stress will be 

This result has been derived hy Hinch, who also gave estimates of the 

error arising because not all particles are aligned. We will in the 

following refer to (15) as the Batchelor - Hinch model. Adding the 

contribution due to the solvent itself, which is obtained from the 

ordinary Newtonian fomula, one will thus find the total perturbation 

stress due to the perturbation velocity field. This result will be 

used below will a simplified model for a turbulent shear flow exploring 

Its large- and small-scale stability properties, Batchelor (1971) 

derived the formula (12) for rigid rods under the restriction that 

the suspension is dilute in the volumetric sense so that the average 

distance between the rods is large compared to their diameter but that 

the rod length is much larger than the usreraße distance between the 

rods as illustrated in figure 7. Under such conditions, wlvtch would be 

satisfied for the dilute polymer sclutiona of present interest if the 

maoromolecular coils were uxtendod, the coefficient S can be very largo, 

Indeed, leading to very largo ratios of «xtensicnal viscosity to shear 

viscosity of the order of 10* or more, values that ordoiv. cf-magnitude- 

wise are consistent with the experimental results reported In the paper 

of Metzner «nd Motzner 0970) quoted above. Where the model obviously 

falls is in the assumption of rigid rods. A fluid filled with threads 

i ■ 
i 

K.J. Hlnoh, private conr..unlcation. 
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froin uncoiled nccromolecMles would be able to resist extension but 

not compression. A more roalistio model for such a fluid would have 

to be nonlinear and quite uomplicated, however, and in view of the 

fact that some suspensions of elongated inelastic particles have 

shown drag reduction (Bobkowioz & Gauvin^ 1963)« an Investigation 

based on the simple Batchelor - Hinch model (15) should be of some 

value for an exploratory study. 

S 
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4>   Stability and transition 

In the raechmlco of turbulence the phenomena of Instability and 

transition of a laminar flow are believed to be of flmdamental impor, . 

tance. Iherefore, many theoretical and experimental investigations 

have been aimed at a study of non-Newtonian effects on instability 

and transition. 

The theory of hyclrodynamic stability is concomed with whether em*!! 

disturbances In a steady larlnar flow field will gxw or decay. We 

shall here discuss only two-dimensional Infinitesimal disturbances 

of a piano parallel shear flow, 

üi - (u(x,)'0'0) (16) 

(x) - x,    «g - y, Xj - z) 

For such disturbances it is a straight-forward, if often somewhat 

tedious, process to derive from the Unearned momentum and the 

chosen constitutive relation a single differential aquation for the 

stream function of tho perturbation. Sotting in the usual mannox for 

the perturbation velocity components 

«-(Dcpje1*^) 07) 

v-- ityepe10^-0*) 

whore   a   mid   c   arc the wave number and pha-o velocity, respectively, 

of the wavo-llko dicturbaneej    n » d/dy,   and the real part of 

^(y)exp [lor (x-6t) ] 1« the per-turbation stream flincblon, one obtains 

for tho two constitutive models selected the following modified 

Orr - So.w-Tfold   equctlonat 



a) Convected Ilazwell model: 

2      3 

n«0 
(U-c) (D2-«2) 9 .„ D2U . -^ [(D2- JU * ? hnD

2,] (18) 

where   Re   la the Reynolds number, and 

S   » 1 + iao(U-c) 

bO s £!§ " ^2(D2S)T - 2 a2 (DS)2(1 +ö"2) 

- 4(DS)(D5S)3"1- jJCD^)2^"1 > 4(DS) Ö"2 

- 6(DS) (D^)!^1 

b, - - 2(v2(DS)T + 2r?&r + 4(DS)(D2S)T2 

- MDS) TS"1 

2 2 
bj, « 3DCST-I-2(DS) T 

b.. « 2D ST 

This equation wao given by Portcoua and Derm (1971), who also demon- 

strated that for small fluid elasticity. I.e., small 6, only the 

underlined term In the above egressions for b- should bo retained. 

The equation then becomes equivalent to the one for a scaoud-ordei' 

fluid employed by Chun & Schwartz (1968) and others, an equation 

alno nrrlvod at by Walters (1962) by considering a fluid of short 

memory. 

(U-c) (I)2- r,
2 ) o - ,p D2IJ»   ^ [(D2. a2)2 9 (19) 

-A(IU.)D2(^)] 
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All quantities appearing in (18) and (19) have been nondimensionalized 

in the usual nu-mor for boundary layers employing shear layer thickness 

6 and free ctrcam velocity U1 as reference length and velocity, respec- 

tively, and   6/U,   as reference time scale. The Batchelor parameter 1 

in nondlmensional as such and ia independent of flow parameters. 

Most stability results available to dato have been based on the second 

order fluid conctitutive model. For plane Poiscullfe flow Chan Man Fong 

and V/altors (1965) found that a small elasticity tended to lower the 

critical Reynolds number. This destabilising effect way comlrmed by 

Chun & SchwarU (1968) through direct niunerical calculations of disturb- 

ance iimpllfication rates, which for moderate values of the elasticity 

parameter were found to increase somewhat o^er thode for a Newtonian 

fluid. Purohcr demonstrations of the destabilization due to elasticity 

has also been given by Porteous and Denn (1971) who employed both (18) 

and the second order fluid model and found very little difference 

between the rcüults for small values of the fl"id elasticity. Thay also 

carried out an analysis for finite amplitudes. Ko r3«u]ta obtrJned on 

basis of the Batchoicr - Hinch model (19) for aligned rigid rods have 

as yet publiwned, but our own preliminary calculations reported below 

indicate that their effcot should generally bw stabilizing. In the 

literature there have also appeared several wuilysls of stability of 

Coufitto and Taylor - Couctto flow of vibcoelwUc fluid, of which per- 

haps the most anbitious one PS far a;: the constitutive model employed 

is that of Karlfison et al.  (1971). Elasticity is found coir1ctl,.ic3 to act 

Rtablllzlng for a Taylor - nouette flow but it Is difficult to judge 

what poRfJiblc 5.nipllcat.;.cn3 such results may have for ßhear xlow 

turbulence. 



Possibly, those strongly difforinc results could in part have their 

explanation in the different methods rf detecting transition used. 

However, it is also well know from pipe flow transition measurements 

in Ncvaonirn fluids (Lindgren, 19^7) that by reduuing inlet distur- 

bances one can prolong the laminar regime almost indefinitely. There- 

fore, one can expect that only experiments conducted at reasonably 

high inlet disturbance levels, such as those of Virk et al. (I967) 

will yield reproducible results for the lower transition Reynolds 

number. It is of interest thatTatovson &.Abcmathy (197?-)* vrtien 

using a squarcd-off pip-j producing disturbed inlet flow, found little 

effect from the polym'.'-i' on the transition Reynolds number, in agree- 

mont with r.Jio flndlrf;;". of VirV et r.-l,  (196?). 

Experiments directly aimed at studying the stability of drag reducing 

fluids have been carried out by Berman & Cooper (1972). They investl- 

gated the flow response due to the periodic motion of a thin sleeve. 

Although the shear rates were not high enough for viscoelastic effects   ' 
1       ■' 
1 

to be expected, they found that the periodic disturbance generated 

by the sleeve persisted longer downstream with the dilute polymer 
;.    ■! 

solution thai with the pure solvent. 

The pipe flow transition e^eriments that have been reported in the 
1 ' 1 

Utcrature to date give rather contradictory information regarding 
:i  I 

whether P drag reducing fluid will speed up or delay transition to 
■   I 

turbulence, Virk ot al. 0967) reported no substantial effect of 
l 

polymer addition. Castro and Squire (I967) and White & McEligot 0970) 
'■■ I 

found a slight increase in tho transition Reynolds number, whereas 

Chung & Graebel (1973) obtained a large increase. Paterson and 

Ahomathy (1972), on the other hand, observed a oecrease in the 

transition Reynolds number of strongly drag-reducing solutions as 

compared to the pure solvent. 

:■: 

f- i 

1  I 

t. 

> 



5.   Turbulence structure 

In recent years considerable advances have been made In the under- 

standing of the dynadlcal processes taking place In a turbulent 

Newtonian wall shear flow. Earlier measurements of the turbulent 

field were focussed on determining space-time correlations of the 

fluctuating quantities. From such long-term averages one could hope 

to detect any persistent or recurring larger-scale flow features that 

might be of dynamical significance. Measurements of correlations such 

as those of Frtvro et al. O967) and of V.'lllmarth & Tu (196?) depict 

the main sti'ueture as a decaying and conveeted pattern which propagates 

with a velocity close to but not exactly equal to the local flow velo- 

city, Corcoö O96;0 carried cut a spectral analysis of the wall pressure 

fluctuation correlations obtained by Wlllroarth& Wooidrldge (1962) and 

showed that tb* convection velocity had a uniquely defined value for 

each frequency. This was interpreted as evidence for the presence 

of waves in the turbulent boundary layer by Landahl (I967)j who 

showed theoretically that In a system admitting propagation of waves, 

(a wave guide) tho least damped wave mode should dotnlnate in the 

statistical average, Morrison & Kronauer (1909) detected such waves 

from measurements of frequency-wave-numbor rpectra of the fluctu- 

ating velocities in the wall layer of a turbulent pipe flow and found 

that the fluctuating velocity field is dominated by waves that are 

hlfjhly swept, livwjaln &. Reynolds (1972) oxcitod periodic diisturbance» 

in a tvro-dlnicn.'Jlonal turbulent channel flow ond mrvvsurod their ampli- 

tude distributions and propagation constants. They showed that the 

effect of bacjeground turbulence tnuöt be included in the equations 

modelling the dinturbaiccs (Reynolds C Huissaln, 1972). An entirely 

different abroach In mialyslng correlation data was taken by Balccwell 

& Dimlcy (lyö7), who decomposed the correlation functions in a set of 
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orthogonal elsenfunetlons and demonstrated that the dominating laxtge- 

scale feature In the wall layer conslsto of a pair of randomly ocuiv 

ring contrarotatlng streamwlse vortices separated in the spanvdse 

direction of a dl&tanee of about   X* > 100   expressed in wall vari- z 
ables. 

The conceptual two-layer model proposed by Townsend (1936)« which 

divides the turbulent boundary layer into an "active" part comprising 

the region closest to the wall and a "passive" outer one, haß been 

a source of inspiration for many of the later Invistigationo. That 

the enei-gotics processes in the boundary layer are mainly confined 

to the inner layer near the j-rall was given detailed confirmatlün by 

Kline et al. (I967) and by Kim et al. (1971). Their vi-sual observations 

of a thick turbulent boundary layer in water wich the aid of hydrogen 

bubble tracers revealed that most of the turbulent energy and Reynolds 

stress was produced during Intermittently ocurring localized "bursts" 

or turbulonce. The burst is a violent instability process found to 

occur primarily in the zone   0 < y   < 100, The observations cugijested 

a local structure like a hair-pin snaped vortex lifting up from the 

lower part of the boundary layer and being stretched by the mean shear 

as it is transported downstream (see figure 8 reproduced from Kline 

et al., 1967). The average transverse distance betvfoen sucn events 

was found to be rbout   X   rw 100   expressed in wall variables, strongly 
S5 

suggostlng a connection to the statistical picture of Bakewcll and 

Lumlc7 (1967). Further visual observations by Corino and Brodkey 

(I969) revealed two distinct, violent prücesseaj an "ejection" of low- 

speed fluid away from the w -.U and a "sweep" of hlßh-speed fluid to- 

wards the wall. 
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Decauso of their strong intemlttency the presence of turbulent 

bursts cannot normally be detected by means of ordinary statistical 

methods, and their more detailed quantitative study has necessitated 

the developments of new experimental techniques based on selective 

sampling of the signal during bursts. Although different criteria 

have been employed by different investigators as to what should slgii- 

fy the oocuranco cf an "event", all are in substantial agreement as 

to the main picture, Willmarth & Lu (1972) discovered that 60Jö of 

the Reynolds stress is produced when the velocity in the sublayer Is 

less than the mean. ElackweidT & Kaplan (1972) succeeded In deter- 

mining the average instantaneous velocity profile Just preceding burst 

for different locations of the tricßcrlng probe. In figure 9 is shown 

the instantaneous profile thus obtained before burst for a setting 

of the triegcrlng probe it y =15. The large negative velocity 

perturbation up to 20^ of the local mean and the ätronß inflexional 

character is apparent. The inflexional character of the velocity profile 

preceding burst has been observed In all investigations of the phenom- 

enon and suggests a strong slmilaiity with the final stats of break- 

down of a laminar boundary layer to turbulence (Kiebanoff et al., 

1962), Other selective sampling data have been presented by Wallace 

et al. (1972), who, extending the observations by Corino and Brodkey 

(1969)* found that the ejection and sweep stages each contributed 

about seventy per cent of the mean stress for a total of 1^0 per cent. 

The exocos MM accounted for by "interactions" towards and away from 

the wall each producing a negative turbulent shear stress of about 

twenty per cent of tho mean, in between ejections, sweeps and inter- 

actlcnc the flow was found to be cf ccücntinlly laminar chavactor 

but unsteady. 
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Most of the experimental data on the turbulent structure of a nc- 

Newtonian fluid reported in the literature so far have pertained to 

fluctuation intensities. From these It iß immediately apparent that 

drag reduction is not accompanied by a corresponding decrease In 

fluctuation intensities. In fact, the measurements reported by Virk 

et al,  (I967) showed actually an Increase in the streamwise fluctuation 

velocity, üeyer and Metzner (l^b) on the ether hand, using a hydro- 

gen bubble technique, found a decrease. Development of laser anemo- 

meters In recent years has alleviated many of the special difficulties 

associated with measurements in polymer solutions employing traditional 

techniques. Measurements by Ooldüteln et al.  (I969) gav« very little 

difference in the u-component due to the prrsence of pn additive, 

Rudd O97<0 found a noticeable increase in the streamwise fluctuctlng 

component near the wall but hardly any change near tha center of tho 

pipe.  (See figures 10 and 11 reproduced 1'rom Rudd, 1972.)   The trans- 

verse (v/-) component was decreased near the v/all but increased above 

its value for the solvent at larger distances. 

A few meaourcmente of the spatial structure of non-Newtonian turbulences 

have been reported. For Isotropie grid turbulence, Fobula (1966) could 

not detect any clear effect on the spectrum from polymer addition, 

Frlehe C: Schwartz (1^70) obtained a decrease In the decay rate but 

no   ubstnntlal change in the spectrum, Measurements in a fiat plate 

boundary layer by Kowalski (1967) showed a substantial inox'oase In 

the turbulence mioroocalc near the wall with as much as by a factor 

of two. This is conclftcnt with the observations from mean velocity 

measurements that the thlckne^'•. of the viscous v/all layer increases. 

On baf;is of data from flow in rou^h tubes Virk (1971a) concludes that 

the maxlr.ium increase in the vlr.cous Rubl-iycr due to polymer additives 

is about 2,5 in o.ualltatlve a^rocment with Kowalski's result. Results 
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from correlation measurements have only recently become available. 

Fortuna & Hanratty (1972) employing on electrochenicnl technique 

determined the wall-stress fluctuation in pipe flow. They discovered 

a strong Increase In the transverse (spanwlse) correlation scale 

(see figure 12) as well as a much slower longitudinal (streamwise) 

correlation decay (see figure !;>) than in the Newtonian case. A re- 

duction of the stress fluctuation amplitude fox- the same mean wall 

stress was also observed; for the transverse component up to a factor 

of about two, but less for the axial component. Spectra were also 

determined but chowod no dramatic diffwencos from their Newtonian 

counterparts when normalized with wall parameters. However, the low- 

frequency part increased somewhat and the high frequency one decreased 

with increasing drag reduction. 

In summary, the qualitative picture that emerges from such «xperimentfd 

results is that polymer addition causes an Increase in the seal« of 

the smallest turbulents eddies near the wall accompanied by a reduction 

of Reynolds stress and an associated lowering of the wall friction. 

Turbulence Is not supressed in the wall layer but actually enhanced. 

The moot spectacular c'nanfce in the turbulence structure is In Ihe 

transverse scale, wlilch can Increase with up to a factor of five 

(Fortuna and Hanratty, 1972), The reduction of streamwise decay of 

the longltutfiißl rorrelatlon as compared to the solvent points to nn 

incrcaoo in tlio life-time for the big eddies. 
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6. Proposed mechanisms 

A number of succestlons, all of a Qualitative nature, have appeared 

In the literature as to what mechanism might be the primary cause of 

the drag reduction. The key element In all of these has been the 

thlckenlnß of the Wall layer, first observed by Elata et ei. (1966). 

The explanations differ widely, however, as to how a vtry small amount 

of polymer addition could Interfere with the turbulent mixing pro- 

cesses so as to produce a substantial increase in the scale of the 

smallest streas-produclng eddies near the wall. There is even differing 

opinions on such a fundamental question as whether an explanation on 

a continuum basis is sufficient, flarenblatt et al. (19(55 and 1969) 

point to the observed appearance of large »cglomerations of molecules 

and suggest that these will form viscoelastic particles at least as 

large as the Kolnogoroff scale of turbulence which - because they tend 

to become effectively rigid at very high fluctuation frequencies - will 

act to stabilize the small viscous eddies in the wall layer. Their 

effect on the inertial large-scale motion, on the other hand, is to • 

load to en increased intensity. The idea that entanglements of mole- 

cules would resist the motion in the wall layev was also suggested by 

Fabula et al. (1966) and discussed by Lumley (1967), but in his later 
review article (Lumley, 1969) he comes cautiously to the 

. conclusion that agglomerations of molecules ic not an important factor 

in drag reduction. A continuum viewpoint was taken by Soyor & MeUner 

(1969a), who leased their reasoning on the model of largo streamwise 

eddien for the wall layer proposed by Bakowell & Lumley (1967) and 

the convoctod Maxwell constitutive modul for the fluid. According to 

the latter, largo values of normal atrotsc* would be set up in a rapid 

clongatlcnal flow, such as would bo produced when the two Eakcwoll - 

Lumley counterrotating vorticc.j forco the Tluid up from the wall 

between them. Tliir, motion would thai, bo strongly reslfited. Pfersninger 
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(1967), follovdng Theodorscn's (1955) idea that the turbulence could 

be modelled as a distribution of horseshoe vortices rornod at the 

wall and lifting up from it as they are swept do'^stream, proposed 

that drag reduction was associated with the stronc resistance to 

vortex stretching which experiments have shown to be exhibited by 

some (but not all) drag reducing fluids (aee also Cadd, 1968). The 

horseshoe vortex concept lias also been embraced by Black 09^9)» who 

however   thinks that stretching of the mr* or less longitudinal vor- 

tices in the horseshoe "legs" IF perhape not as important as the 

direct stabilization of the wall layer. Inilucnce on the energy bud- 

get of the turbulent fluctuations in a more unspecified manner has 

also been invoked, Astarita (1965) notes tliat the encrny dissipation 

ought to decrease In a viscoelastic fluid since the dynamically pro- 

cess will benome more elastic nna hence more reversible at high 

frequencies. Thus, he argues, the drag must decrease in order to 

preserve the energy bular.ee. Energy arguments were also used by 

Gavins (1964) and are also implicit InVirk's (1971b) elastic sub- 

layer model, Adaorpticn of a resilient, layer of molecules on the wall 

layer has alco been proposed as contributing to the thickened wall 

layer by Dryson ct al,  (1971), but no e.yplanation has been suggested 

as to how this eon change the turbulent procersos. 
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7»   Annllcatlon of a new model 

To make any quantitative or qualitative assessments of such proposed 

explanations of drap reduction is presently not possible because of 

the lack of an adequate theoretical model for the dynamics of shear 

flow turbulence. In view of the extreme complexity, randomness and 

nonllnearlty of turbulence, the prospects for the discovery In the 

near future of a reasonably complete such model are very poor, 

indeed. Howovor, in view of the very drastic effects produced by 

additives one could reasonably hope that even a fairly crude theore- 

tical model - if retaining the essential dyncunlcs of the turbulent 

processes - should be able to Indicate the possibility of modifi- 

cations of the turbulent field leading to drag reduction, at lea^t 

qualitatively. We shall here present the first attempts at an ex- 

trernoly simplified such model which, hopefully, contains enough 

of the essential dynamical elements of the turl/olcuce structure 

to make an exploratory study of the effect of additives possible. 

Thp new model represents an outgrowth from ideas in elacMcal hydro- 

dyncmic stability applied to a fULly turbulent flow, bat it also 

retain.. Tounocnd's (1956) basic concept of a two-layer structure. 

The scale of wall turbulence being roughly proportional to distance 

from the wall, one would expect that thr> cignlficnnt stress and 

energy producing eddies in the inm- "active" layer close to the 

wall are of much smaller scale than those In the '•passive" outer 

layer. It may therefore be meaningful to think of the turbulence 

conceptually a'i consisting of a coupled motion at two dlsnarate 

scales: a primary one of largo scale (of, say, the order of the 

bounck/ry l,r/cr thickness) and a much smaller secondary one (of the 

order of the viscous length scale   v/u^. The random fluctuating 
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field is cuperimposod on a mean velocity field, which to a good 

approximation can be regarded as a parallel shear flow. Accordingly, 

if the fluctuation velocities are small compared to the reference 

free stream speed so that a linearization is allowable, a simple 

model equation for the fluctuating velocity field (when Fourier 

transforracd in x, z and t) would be of the Orr-Sommerfeld typ?, 

and a decomposition of the general unsteady motion in terms of the 

eigenmodes of the Orr-Sommerfeld problem should be the obvious 

way to proceed. However, nonlinearlty would modify the picture in 

three importsnt ways. 

First, the primary wave field (belongins to the large-scale motion) 

would propagate through a flow filled with small-scale eddies, 

hence these will act effectively as scattering sources for the large- 

scale motion producing a grosa effect pet-haps much like that of on 

eddy viscosity (see Reynolds & Hussain, 1972, for efforts to model 

this effect). We shall hero i^iore this effect completely finding 

some Justification in doing so in the calculation of Landahl (1967) 

which gave propagation and decay properties of the largc-scalo 

presGuro-produclng eddies in good qualitative aßreement vrfth ob- 

servations without including eddy viscosity. 

Secondly, nonlinearlty is required to c.vcite the primary waves 

since those arc damped, as show, by Landahl (1967), pr.d the most 

obvious excitation nourecs that have come to licht so fpr are 

the turbulent bursts. As the recent experiments reviewed above 

Indicate that those are highly localized in time ?nd space, the 

excitat.1on nay bo modelled aa offcotlvoly point sources on the scale 

of the prin-iry Motion. 
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Thirdly, the snall-scae secondary motion sees not only the parallel 

mean velocity field but also the primary Huctuating field, so that 

the secondary waves may be thought of as riding on the primary waves 

in very much the same way as capillary water w-ves on a large-scale 

gravity wave. On the scale of the secondary motion the mean plus the 

primary field will bo a slowly varying one in space and time «id may 

therefore locally be approximated as a parallel one. 

For both the primary and the secondary motion we will thus have 

as a model equation one of the Orr-Sommerfeld type with the mean 

velocity replaced by mean plus primary in the latter. The öecondary 

wave could thus be locally, unstable, for example because of in- 

flexion. Now, it has been shown recenbly with the aid of kinematic 

wave theory (LandaW, 1972) that there Is a critical condition for 

a locally selfc::cited secondary wave given by 

cg - % (22) 

where c   1c the group velocity of the secondary wave and c   the 
** o 

phase velocity of the primary wave on which It is riding., at which 

the secondary wave will grow to very large amplitudes. The reason 

for this is tliat the group of secondary waves at this condition 

experiences space-time focusing (i.e., neighboring groups of ^aves 

catch up with each others and henco "compieos"), and that the wave 

group brroinor, trapped In a region of the primary wave (generally 

near its crest), where it can continue to amplify (see figure U). 

It is therefore hypothesized that (82) should identify the condition 

at which the breakdov;n of the primary wave« into strong .secondary 

small-.sca-lo notion would take place. Application to the data from 

the tvansitlon expor.lir,fnts by Kl.obr.noff et al,  (I962) demonstrates 

that the condition \.r, very clonoly ratlsflei at the opocarance of 

the fiiwt ":;pil:cs"  i.-. Lin; final r;t."ge of trnnnition of a laminar 



boundary layer, and that it gives cood agreeraent with the measured 

frequency of cecondary motion. In view of the oboetvod similarities 

between breckdown In the final stage of transition and turbulent 

bursts (as pointed out, for example, by V/lllmarth and Lu, 1972) we 

shall hypotheclze that the bursts are the results of tho attalatment 

of local critlcality in tho primary field, and that the subsequent 

violent motion will cause excitation of new primary wave*« (The 

model is illustrated conceptually in figure 15.) Admittedly, the 

model is highly speculative at this stage and contains many diffi- 

cult details which are not yet worked out and which will require 

a great deal more study, such as how randomness could be incorpo- 

rated into the mod'»!, and how primary waves, which probably are 

highly oblique, could interact so as to produce a crioical condition. 

Nevertheless, for the purpose of studying tha effects of additives, 

a great deal could perhaps be learned from the propagation charac- 

teristics, in particular the stability characteristics, «f pxlmaiy 

and secondary motion. Accordingly, some numoricai stability calcu- 

lations have been cnrrled out for velocity profii^ that maj bo 

typical of the mean ond Instantaneous primary motion for both a 

Newtonian «ituation ond one with drag reduction. There calculations 

were performed by P. Dark of the Royal Institute of Technology, 

Stockholm, and a detailed account of them will be given later, 

'Che three Theological rrodcls that were used were the onea described 

abovej the ordinary Mevrtonlan one, the convected Maxwell one and 

the Batchclor - Ilinch model for a suspension of microscopical rigid 

rocto. Three different velocity profiles were invectlcated, two 

qualitatively representative of tho mean motion for a Mevrtonlan 

and n drafrveducinn; fluid In o. boundary layer, uvl one broadly 

tilmllar to the InfloxioMal prof IT 0 appoarlw* in the cubi.-r/or .)urt 

before bro".l'<.io..n. All. i^vnc arc Illustrated in figure 16, Tho rnenn 
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profile for tho Newtonian caoo was constructed from Reldihardt' 8 

ropreoontatlon for the velocity dictribution in the constant-stress 

layer coupled with Coles' wake lav; profile for the outer portion. 

The drag-reduction velocity profile was obtained in essentially 

the sane way, except that the viscous wall layer thickness para- 

meter in Rcichhardt's expression was Increased to correspond to the 

maxiiman wall layer thickness possible according to the Seyer - 

Mctzner (196s»b) correlation. The same plate-lenßth Reynolds number 

was employed as for the Newtonian profile. By ccmparisonR or re- 

sults for the two profiles with the came constitutive model one will 

thereby be üble to Isolate the effect on the stability characteris- • 

tics of the change of profile from an ordinary turbulent one to 

a more lainlnar-looking one. 

The velocity profile chosen to model the instantaneous wall layer 

breakdov-n profile was of the simple tanhyp-variety with the distance 

of the Inflexion point to the wall adjusted so as to be roughly   in 

the same ratio to the internal shear layer *z in the experimental . 

profile determined by Blackwelder and Kaplan (19Y2). Tills was selec- 

ttd in preference to a direct numerical fit to the meaoured profile 

in order to avoid undue numerical difficulties that would arise 

because of the fourth derivative of U appearing   In the equation 

for the ennvected Haxweil model. Such s.itnpllflcations should not 

be oerlouo at the present stage, however, where orly qualitative 

Indications of a strons effect arc being sought. 

Results from the prlrary wave calculations are shown in figure 1?. 

Followlrg Landahl (I967) these were obtained in spatial form with the 

complex wavo number   (y « »„ + ic..   determined as function of the real 
n I 

frequency   w    (tmdu dimension].on.'; with the "outer" reference quanti- 

i.i n&    A   nnd    LM. 'livj Imsrlnary nart. »_. tflver. a meaivuro of tho 



rate of decay with streamwlse distance for a wave of given frequency. 

The results obtained with the Maxwell fluid model show that for the 

lower frequency range,   ax 1.5, a moderate fluid elasticity (ncn- 

dlmenslonal relaxation time   9   less than unity) causes very little 

change in   ^ relative to the Newtonian model for the same velocity 

proflle. mere is an increase of   c^ relative to the value for the 

Newtonian profile which is entirely a profile effect. At higher 

frequencies a destabilizing effect is seen which at   0, » 3   u 

strong enough to lead to a complete loss of stability. Calculations 

for larger values of   9   (not shown here) give frequency regions 

in which   Cj.   become« negative, i.e., the wave le unstable. It is 

difficult to Judge the significance of such results as the model 

amploycd requires that all primary waves are stable, otherwise the 

assumption of statistical stationarlty has to be given up (iXndahl, 

1967). 

With the Batchelor - Hinch constitutive model, on the other hand, 

the decay rate   o^   Is Increased over the value for the Newtonian 

case by about a factor of 2.5. At a given non-dimensional frequency 

based on outer variables one would thus expect to see a correspon- 

dingly more rapid decay of the cross-power spectrum of the turbulent 

fluctuations w:lth streamwlse distance. Such a result might seem to 

be at variance with the experiments of Fortuna & Hanratty (I972), 

which .showed a much minced decay of the otreamwlae correlation 

of the wall areas fluctuations wUh streonwlse distance- as compared 

to the Newtonian case for the same moan wall stress. However, slnco 

th: correlation la the invcrne transform of the cross-power spectrum, 
1 

the reJuctlon In the correlation docay rate may simply be due to a 

shifting ox the whole spectrum tow.rds lower frequencies, as the 

experiments Indood Indicate will take place during drac reduction. 
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Results of the stability calculations for the secondary disturbance 

with tho model Inflexional profile selected are prtsented In figure 

18. In these calculations the fairly high Reynolds number of Re - '1600 

was chosen in order to make the Newtonian stability characteristics 

become essentially the invlscid ones. For a study of the shortest 

scale in a Newtonian wall layer, perhaps a more realistic value of 

the Reynolds number would have been less than 1000; however, in 

order to bring out more clearly any stabilizatlcn potentialities 

of the other rheological models, a high Reynolds number was chosen. 

Trom the results presented in figure 17 it becomes clear that a 

moderately liigh elasticity of the fluid (e » 0(1)) hhs only a small 

destabilizing influence. However, with tho ßatchelor - Hinch model 

a strong stabilizing effect is demonstrated including the possi- 

bility of a complete stabUlzation of the inflexional profile for 

sufficiently high values of the parameter B, In particular. It Is 

observed that the strongest stabilizing effect is found fo*' the 

largest wave numbers, so that the smallest scale of unstable motion 

is incrtascd. This would he expected to lead to «u incren.se in the 

size of the smallest stress producing eddies and a corresponding 

increase In the wall layer thickness. The values of 5 used in the  ' 

calculations may perhaps   seem lilch, but thoy are not unrealistic, 

as they give a measvre of the ratio of clünßationol to shear visco- 

sity of the same order as found in the experiments by Metznor & 

Metzncr (1970). Furthermore, it Is seen that tho parameter enters 

into the basic stability equation (22) in the ratio   D/Re, so that 

for a lower Reynolds number the value of B required for stabilization 

becomes proportionally lower. 
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The simplified turbulence model presented thus shows that fluid 

elasticity as modelled by the Maxell constitutive equation causes 

destablllzation of both primary and secondary motion. The Batchelor - 

Hinch constitutive model, on the other hand, is found to produce 

a strong stabilization of both primary and secondary motion. The 

stabillzine effect on the secondary motion Is probably of most 

significance for the drag reduction   phenomenon since the associ- 

ated increase in scale of the unstable secondary disturbances could 

be expected to lead to a thickening of the wall layer. 
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8. Concluding remarks 

The flret basic and as yet unresolved question In the puzzling phenom- 

enon of drag reduction due to polymer addition is whether a satis- 

factory explanation based on continuum raechanlcs is possible or 

whether one Instead would have to Invoke processes on the non-continuum 

maoromolccular level such as proposed by Ba^enblatt et al. (1965 &  I969). 

Prom a heurlsLlc point of view, a theory based on non-continuum con- 

cepts will be quite difficult to quantify and the theoretician would 

therefore naturally be quite reluctant to part w.Uh the continuum 

approach. Although the Initial efforts towards a simplified meshanlstic 

theory of wall turhulencp prescated here have not yet led to definite 

conclusions in this regard, they have at least pointed to a possible 

continuum mftchanlcal effect due to the polymer additive which could 

be highly effective even when the molecular size Is much smaller than 

the scale of fluctuating motlou. The large frlctional resistanfte to 

streamwise straining perturbations caused by elongated particles 

aligned in the mean How direction was shown to have a strong stabili- 

zing effect on Inflexional inatabllity. Since there is both experi- 

mental and theoretical evidence that such instability is involved in 

the creation of the stress producing turbulent bursts observed to 

occur intcnnittcntly in the wall layer, such stabilization could be 

expected to lead to a reduction of the turbulent stressen near the 

wall, and an arssoclated thickening of the wall layer. Extended polymer 

macronolooulris mostly allgnc'.' in the moan flo'.; direction of the tur- 

bulent velocity field could bo expected to art qualitatively like the 

rigid rods employed in the simplified fluid model, at least during 

tho cxtmrdon'xl  phase of the secondary fluctuation cycle. Tint the 

polyrn'r rwlocul.r: could Ivvo a rhcnlcjuCnl effect of this kind is 

:!.n(Mr-,Vd .!nol"-,"!Jy by 1.!-/> vory hl,";i ■;pluon. o.' tho ratio of clonga- 
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tlonal to shear viscosity, of tho order 10 , measured by Metzner & 

Metzner (1970). a\ch hlKh values are consistent with what Batchelor'a 

n971) F.lmplllled theory would glvo for rods having aspect ratios like 

those of the extended polymer molecules of typical drag reduction 

addltlvcfj in dilute solutions. 

As yet no direct experimental demonstration of the presence of fully 

extended mcromolocu] ar threads during drag reduction has been given. 

ComrloU' oxtenslon would not bo attainable in a laminar shoar   >•'..■ 

tinh, but die fluctu-itlng irrotH,:J.onal strains present in the turbulent 

field oould poücibly oauac   .'ic.ic roils to stay    extended a largo fraction ' 

of time. Intuitively, ono would feel that the onset phenomenon Is a 

manifc-itHtion of tho extension of the macmrolocular colla, althougli 

the observation (Virk et al.  ,  I567) that on;>et dat? beat correlate 

with a length hypothesis based <A\ the ratio between coil radius and 

the famallert ccale of turbulr-noe has not y^t found a satisfactory 

theorotioal on)lanation. 
Reproduced  from        ^Ta 
best available  copy. %0 

The calfrulationr. baccd on the iiir-vcll fluid model givo quite clear   " 

indlcaUonr: of the erroots of n.ul.d elasticity on Tluctuation field 

ytabi.lluy,  }!oth tho Iftvce-ceajn primär/ motion and tho small-scale 

socordiry one wore found to \:n doa;:bili?,ed by modoratc amounts of 

olai.oloity. '.-.'.Lth the model    cr.ployed there is thus nc indication tl»at 

viscool.'.'.LJ.eity cu mch could bo the can.'-, of drag reduction. 

The expLüiation that drag reduction is associated with the high olonga- 

tlonal viscosity produced by aligned uncoiled macromolecular threads 

is broadly In accord with Virk's (;971b) fincUngs that the drag curve 

slope increment 6 la approximate!v proportional to the square root 

of cone nitration and tl^ throe half power of the number of backbone 
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parameter B is proportional to nl3; (ißnorlns the logarithmic tern) 

where n is the number density and 1 the lenSth of the aliened particles. 

The experlmcaitally detennlned variation with concentration, i.e., of n. 

to the one half power would thus indicate the effect to be proportional 

to (nlV/2, which thus yields a variation with the bond length b 

and number ox backbone links 11 as h^ »W   Thus^ proportionality 

to c1/2 „ould bo consistent with the t^2 variation* The two models 

differ as to Lhe variation with molecular chain bond length, however. 

On the basic of an estimate of the turbulent strain energy stored in 

the elastic molecules, Vlrk (1971b) predicted a proportionality to b3, 

in contrast to the b^2 dependence Inherent in the (nl5)1/2 variation.     ' 

The nigh drac reduction „dues exhibited by guar gum are nwre in line 

with the h* variation proper! by Vlrk than with the proportionality 

to b      tending to glv. .uroort fur Virk's hypothesle that elasticity 

is an. inportant molecular rropeit;/ in drag reduction. In the Batchelor - 

Hlnch model only ^he t.hal Icr^h of the particle plays a role, its 

hydrodyna-nic effect c ■ nd5 over a sphere of diameter 1 and the quan- 

tity nl    thus measures the number of such influence spheres per unit 

volume. She high values of B that v.-ould be typical for dilute drag 

reducing fluids - 0f the order of 105 if the maciX)molecules were funy 

extended - indicate that the hydrodynamic interaction between the ex- 

tended macromolecular threads should be very strong (i.e., their 

spheres of hydrodynamic influence would overlap strongly). In order 

for the .solution to be dilute in the rheo.logical sense so that the 

molcoulcc take up only a small fraction of the available volume, they 

have to have extremely high length to diameter ratios of tho order 

10   or more. 

Tills was pointed out to me by E.J. Hinch. 
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However, there la recent experlmcntkl evidence that it may not only be 

the lenffth of the extended molecule that la of Importanoei: 

for drag reduction. Hand & Williams (I97I) measured the drag reduction 

effectiveness of polyacryllc acid end of calf thymus DNA at various 

pH levels of the colutlon. They found that the effectiveness was con- 

clderably larger for pH rangec In which the molecules are believed 

to have a falny compact helical stmcture. For pH ranges where the 

molecule arc supposed to be extended and behave essentially as rigid 

rods, the drag reduction was found to be considerably lower. Results 

auch as these .re very difficult to explain on basis of any continuum     ' 

model; but posr.ibly entanglements and agglomerations could be an 

important factor. 

It should be pointed out that stabilization of the instantaneous 

inflexional velocity profile before burst - an indicated by the cal- 

culations for a cuopension of rod-like particles - is only one of 

several conceivable mechanisms that could produce a decrease in the 

rate or intensity of tne burst« and thereby cause a lowering of tur- 

bulent stress. An alteration of propagation chamcte-istlcs of the 

secondary wave group in relation to the primary disturbance field 

could presumably have such an effect according to the recently pro- 

posed model for breakdown (Landohl, I972), but the model has not yet 

been sufficiently developed to allow any conclusions to be drawn re- 

garding the possibility of an effect of this kind. Conceivably, the 

enhanced olonüational vlacoslty could also have a strong influence 

on the structure of the longitudinal vortices appearing in the wall 

layer, in particular, a atrong ronlotanoe to vortex stretching would 

be expected. However, a quantitative model to'Investigate this effect 

is likely to be quite difficult to set up. 
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As pointed out in the Introductloni perhaps the most interesting 

aspect of the research on the clrac reduction effect of polymer addi- 

tives is wliat new Jcnov/ledco can be gained from it reßardlne the nature 

of turbuleno. That one now has a very effective tool with which the 

turbulent processes c<m be manipulated should open up new possibilities 

for further experimental cund theoretical research on the mechanics of 

turbulence. For example, such o^erimento as those by Wells & Spanker 

(1967) on the effectiveness of injection of polymer at the wall demon- 

strato quite unequivocally that wall shear flow turbulence is control- 

led by proceocos in a layer very close to the wall. 

An imporuant cnclneerinc motivation for turbulence research is to 

find new and effective methods fo, control of turbulence. Prom the 

research on polymer additives reviewed here It becomes apparent that 

to influence skin friction it 1. the very small-scale stress producing 

eddies near the wall which may need to be Interfered with directly. 

This may put very diffloult cunstralnts on the dynamical response 

characteristics 0f any mechanical iyeeem employed for drag modifi- 

cation, but th. search for efficient suuh systems should bo m cx- 

tromely intcrootins challenge from both a scientific and engineerins 

point of view, 

i'*c]tpo\ilc'} r;i-incn ts 

I -'un much Jn.v;,tcd to K,.j. iKnoh of CaubrldCo Unlvcrsiiy for m^y 
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ADDITIVE-FLUID COMBINATIONS SHOWING 

DRAG REDUCTION 

ADDITIVE PUJID 

Polyethyleneoxide (PEO.Polyox ) water 

PolyacrylamidGlPAM.SGparcn) 

Guar gum (GGM) 

PoLymethylmcthncrylatG (PMM)       monüchlorobünzone 
  (Torr(s.l9A8) 

Vajiour, soaps vvatcr, toluene 

Nylon fibres water 

(Bobkowicz S Güuvin, 1965 ) 

Ficure 1.    Gome ndoUivc-fluid ■iyütwnci o;ch;lb.ltir.2 dra- reduction 
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FiGure 2.   Pipe flow dng data for solutions of nolyethyleriooxlde 

(from Pat«;rson & Abernsthy, 1970) 
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FlGuro 6.   iPtrinblc slope Increment factor Tf rs function of muiiber 

of backbone links, N (from Vivk,  197ib)Oguar gum, w^.ter; 

O^polyacrylamide, './ateri-o. polyclciaopi^ne, toluene; 

Pa pclyc'lmethylslloxaro, toluene; OOpolyethyicneoxidc, 
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Vinwo. 7.    Ihtoholor'ß (1970 model cf a fiu.'iponsion of f.llf^eci 

)'l(;:Ul rods, 
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FiEurs 9.   Instantaneous vnloclty fllPtributlor; Just preceding 

burst hieasurcü by Bl«ckv.'cld3r & Kaplan (1972) 

Trierer set at   y   =15« 
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Figure. 11.    lni;ai.'::l,i:,:,r of ^^  i,Uiv.-lll.n|, v.-lociilc-, In v;al.l layer 
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FJßuro 12.    Spatial correlation coöfficicnt of r.treamwise flnctuatlng 

wall ctroüßes (ITom Fortuna & Hanratty, 1977) 

water;-HI-O- solution of polyacrylarnld giving 6!5^ 
drag reduction. 

I-'J.'.-urc i:'..    r^tf.nX correlation oocffl(;.lont of t^n.-A'crse fluoh-atlng 

wall. r.ivc'.ii;icii (fj'o.,1 l.orUin>. .'c llwiratiy, 1972). water; 

O   solution of polyacryltoHo ßivinn '19.35- drar« rrduet^n 
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.PlEuro Pi.    Illusti-atlon cf cr.U1.cal condition for «econdaxy small-^caic 

wave rldlnc on a primary lurgo-scale one. Breakiown occurs 
when c   « ßo   and   e   > 6. 
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Wüuro lii.    Tivc-^alc irxlol (conoq.tual) of tho fluctuaLlnis velocity 
ftf.'ld in a turbulent houndary layer. 
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Newtonian, profile (1) 
(2) 

i-Maxwell, 0=0.3 

Batchelor-Minch 
C=150Q 

Ficurc V(.    Decry rates for prl;,::.!-/ waver, as function of frotiuenoy 

for Dio different r.ociclr,. All lijantltics noudlncn- 

nio:rJ..i.i;cd with ovitor vc.i.'l.-iblor.,    6 and U . 
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VUvw 13.    Stabmty chaivu/forlctlcr-, of secondary diuturbcuice 

for tlio dlffcrc-nl; ronstituUvo rnodolr;. Qyantltlco 

nindc nondinawional as In I'lcwo 17, 


